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FOREWORD
The mission of the BBC is to inform, educate and entertain; we aim to enrich people’s lives with
our programmes and services. The BBC Trustees and the members of the BBC Executive Board
alike take this mission seriously and are committed to ensuring that everyone in the UK can be
proud of the BBC.
Licence fee payers trust the BBC to provide high quality and distinctive services; we also want to
build their trust in how we run and oversee the organisation they pay for.
The BBC is a unique organisation, rightly under public scrutiny. Our system of governance needs
to prove to licence fee payers that the organisation is accountable, transparent and led by their
needs. We believe that we can do this.
In September, we announced our intention to review the BBC’s internal governance systems and
structures, and the culture that surrounds them. We did this in response to events – the excessive
severance payments to senior managers, the failure of the Digital Media Initiative technology
project, the response to the Savile revelations and associated fallout – that had demonstrated that
the BBC needed to do more to earn the confidence of the public in how the Corporation is run
and held to account.
These events have prompted legitimate questions about the effectiveness of the BBC’s system of
governance, both within and between the Trust and Executive. We have carried out a thorough
review of how the BBC is governed and our conclusion is that, while the system itself is on the
whole robust and effective, in some aspects of its operation the BBC’s governance system has
become too confused. There is currently too much overlap in practice between the roles of the
BBC Trust and the Executive Board; the structures are too complicated; and people inside and
outside the BBC do not always know who is responsible when things go wrong.
We have agreed a set of changes to the internal management of the BBC, including the corporate
governance role of the Executive Board and the oversight function of the BBC Trust. These
changes will provide greater clarity on the roles and responsibilities of the Trust and the Executive
Board, which we believe will make the organisation more accountable. Put simply: in the future it
will be for the Trust to set the framework within which the BBC operates and to hold the BBC to
account on behalf of licence fee payers; it will be for the Executive Board to run the Corporation.
The BBC Trust will concentrate its efforts on getting the best out of the BBC for licence fee
payers, by focusing on its oversight and regulatory functions, representing the public interest in the
BBC, more explicitly and openly holding the Executive Board to account on behalf of licence fee
payers, and demonstrably protecting the BBC’s independence.
The Executive Board will be strengthened. Led by the Director-General and supported by highly
experienced executive and non-executive directors, the Board will be more demonstrably
responsible for all aspects of the management and operations of the Corporation, as well as
delivering the BBC’s programmes and services.
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In the pages that follow we set out the changes we will make to the operations of the BBC Trust
and the Executive Board to fulfil this ambition, which we believe will bring greater clarity to the
governance of the BBC, and help strengthen licence fee payers’ trust in how the BBC is run. We
also set out how the BBC will operate more openly and transparently in the future.
The changes we are implementing can be delivered within the BBC’s existing Royal Charter. We
recognise that at the time of Charter Review the issue of the BBC’s governance will be debated
further, and we look forward to engaging in that process. However, in the meantime it is our job
to run the BBC effectively and efficiently within the parameters that have been set for us, and we
believe that we can do that well, under the arrangements we have set out here.
The changes we set out here will strengthen and simplify the BBC’s internal governance and the
Corporation’s independence. In the coming years the BBC will face many challenges: in serving all
of our audiences; delivering services that continue to be recognised as distinctive and of the
highest quality; and adapting to the demands of a rapidly changing media landscape. These are
some of the critical issues facing the BBC. Through the implementation of the changes we have set
out in this paper, and through the leadership we will demonstrate, we hope that the debate about
the future governance of the BBC will never be more important than the programmes and
services that the BBC delivers.

Lord Patten, Chairman BBC Trust, and Tony Hall, BBC Director-General,
on behalf of the BBC Trust and the BBC Executive Board.
11 December 2013
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1. SUMMARY


The BBC Trust and the Executive Board of the BBC have constitutionally distinct functions
set out in the Royal Charter. But we need to clarify roles and responsibilities because of a
perceived overlap that has caused confusion and undermined confidence in the BBC’s
governance.



In particular, there has been insufficient clarity about the right level of involvement for the
BBC Trust in the operational management of the BBC, for instance on HR issues around pay
and pay-offs, or on major projects like the Digital Media Initiative (DMI).



In future, we will be clearer about the separate functions that the two arms of the BBC need
to perform. We will change the way that the Trust and the Executive Board work and
behave in order to fulfil those separate roles.



For the Trust, that means concentrating on setting a clear direction for the BBC and then
scrutinising and assessing the Executive’s performance. The Trust will be more transparent
and rigorous about these functions. It will publish the objectives and priorities that it sets
for the BBC Executive. It will issue framework documents that state the boundaries for
relevant areas of BBC activity not covered by the existing service licences – including its
commercial businesses and distribution activity. It will ask the public, as licence fee payers, to
help set the priorities for the BBC each year, and they will also be able to watch the Trust at
work scrutinising the performance of the BBC in a number of meetings streamed live on the
internet. At the same time, the Trust will not become involved with the Executive’s
managerial decision-making or its development of detailed plans and strategies. It will focus
on the priorities it has set and on its regulatory responsibilities. It will no longer expect to
approve individual investment decisions except where they are worth more than £100m and
affect the overall direction or reputation of the BBC. It will remove a large number of the
separate Trust committee meetings that require Executive attendance, to provide the whole
Trust with more opportunities to focus on the BBC's future direction and current
performance.



For the Executive, this will mean the Executive Board is held more accountable in public for
the way the BBC is run, while the editorial and operational independence of its leadership
are protected. The Executive Board will be strengthened by the appointment – with Trust
approval – of additional experienced non-executive directors, as provided for in the
Charter, with an increase in numbers from four to six. The Director-General will also
radically improve the way the BBC’s decision-making structure works, removing unnecessary
boards and committees throughout the organisation. Together these measures will provide
better decision-making and clearer accountability throughout the BBC for important
projects and investments. The Executive Board will be able to manage the organisation
better, with stronger external input from its non-executives. Both the Executive Board and
Trust will be able to monitor BBC performance more effectively and to identify risks and
problems at an earlier stage.
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2. BUILDING ON EXISTING ARRANGEMENTS
We will build on existing governance arrangements that are delivering for licence fee payers.
The BBC Trust and the Executive Board are the two parts of the BBC; we have separate functions
and responsibilities, defined in the Charter, but together we are responsible for the good
governance of the Corporation. We have accordingly undertaken this review of the BBC’s internal
governance together, recognising that internal governance and appropriate oversight are
connected. For these purposes, internal governance refers to the operations of the BBC Trust,
the operations of the Executive Board, and the interaction between them.
Building on what works
Through this review we have looked at clarifying the relationship between the BBC Trust and the
Executive Board. In doing so, we have confirmed our belief that there are many elements of the
current governance arrangements that have been successful and are effective for licence fee
payers:


in 2013 the BBC is more transparent than it has ever been, routinely publishing a large amount
of material about how the Corporation works and how it spends the licence fee;



the regime of “service licences” (which define what each channel or service must deliver), and
systematic reviews of each service has created a step-change in accountability inside and
outside the BBC. These licences have provided more clarity about what the BBC Trust – on
behalf of licence fee payers – requires of each service, how they all perform, and what they
cost;



any proposal by the BBC to launch a new service, or make significant changes to existing ones,
is subject to a detailed regulatory process – this has stabilised the BBC’s relationship with
others operating in the same markets and ensured that the BBC limits any unwarranted impact
on those markets;



the process for considering complaints within the BBC about its content includes a final appeal
to the BBC Trust which is able to provide an impartial assessment (and make the final
determination within the Corporation) on whether the BBC's editorial standards have been
met, including on its crucial impartiality obligations; and



the governance system has helped protect the BBC’s independence and ensured that decisions
about the future direction of the BBC take account of a wide range of public and stakeholder
views, but are made independently of any partisan influence and wholly in the public interest.

These elements of the governance system, stipulated in the BBC’s 2007 Charter, will continue
following the outcomes of this review.
The BBC has also made changes in recent years, where possible, to improve the way the
Corporation operates. Drawing on its first four years of experience, and following a review led by
Lord Patten when he became Chairman in 2011, the BBC Trust made a number of significant
changes:
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in its regulatory role, the Trust deepened its relationship with the industry regulator Ofcom,
taking advantage of Ofcom’s detailed understanding of the wider media market. Ofcom now
provides the independent assessment of market impact issues for all potentially significant
changes to the BBC’s activities;



the BBC reviewed its entire complaints process to produce a faster, simpler, and more costeffective way to answer or address audience concerns; and



the Trust set out its expectations of a clearer role for the non-executive members of the
BBC’s Executive Board. We now intend to build on their expertise and expand their
responsibilities within the Executive Board.

Aims and objectives of the review
The aim of this review was to assess the BBC’s internal governance systems and structures, and
the culture that surrounds them. It examined the relationship between the two parts of the BBC,
with the aim of simplifying the relationship and providing better oversight of the way the licence
fee is spent. The review considered the governance of the BBC within the constraints of the
Corporation’s current Royal Charter.
The objective was to propose significant and visible reforms in the way that the Trust and
Executive Board operate so that:


we improve how the current arrangements work during the rest of the Charter period,
specifically the quality and speed of decision-making throughout the BBC;



we can demonstrate that the BBC is well run, addressing key areas of risk, spending the
licence fee wisely, and making editorial/operational decisions in line with the BBC’s values and
the expectations of the audience;



licence fee payers and stakeholders can be assured that the BBC is being held to account for
its actions but that the BBC’s independence from inappropriate external pressure on its
editorial processes is secured;



trust in the Corporation is increased among licence fee payers, stakeholders and in the wider
media market; and that



the BBC makes decisions at all levels more openly and transparently, reflecting more
engagement with licence fee payers and in line with the separate constitutional responsibilities
of the Trust and Executive Board.

We believe that the conclusions set out in this report will achieve these objectives.
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3. REVISED ROLES AND CLEARER RESPONSIBILITIES
The Trust should be clearly separate from the Executive Board, focusing on its oversight and regulatory
role. The Executive Board should be more clearly responsible for all aspects of the management and
operations of the Corporation.
Despite substantial developments in the way that the BBC is governed and overseen since 2007,
recent events have prompted legitimate questions about how well the BBC is run and have
prompted much debate within and between the BBC Trust and Executive Board on these matters.
Our main conclusion is that the roles and responsibilities of the two parts of the BBC have
become confused and that internal governance within the BBC as a whole needs to be made
clearer and simpler to be fully effective. We plan to remove the overlap between our roles that
has grown in practice over time. As a result, there will be greater clarity to people inside and
outside the BBC that the Executive Board is responsible for making decisions about its operations
and the BBC Trust is responsible for assessing its performance.
Clarity on responsibilities – the BBC Trust
The way the BBC Trust holds the Executive Board to account for the way it runs the BBC will
become more central in its activities. The Trust will build on what it currently does and perform
this role more openly than it has before, seeking new opportunities for licence fee payers both to
contribute where appropriate and to be more aware of its work.
The Charter makes the Trust the guardian of the licence fee and the public interest in the BBC. It
states that the Trust is responsible for setting the overall strategic direction of the BBC and
exercising a general oversight of the work of the Executive.
We want to enhance this role and avoid the confusion which has arisen where the Trust has over
time become involved in some areas of operational responsibility. The Trust cannot effectively
hold the Executive Board to account for management actions if it has been involved in detailed
decisions on such actions itself. So the Trust will focus firmly on setting high-level objectives for
the Executive and establishing the framework within which the BBC operates. It will not get
involved in managerial decision making, will cut back on its detailed engagement on day-to-day
matters with the Executive, and will concentrate on taking an objective view of the BBC’s
performance.
Therefore, the BBC Trust’s role will now focus more closely on its Charter responsibility for:
o

setting a high level strategic framework for the BBC, including objectives for the Executive
Board;

o

establishing a licence and budget for each BBC service and key activity;

o

conducting in-depth reviews of each service at least once every five years;

o

making decisions on new BBC services or significant changes to existing services taking
account of the public value and the impact of the BBC in the wider market;

o

reviewing value for money within the BBC (including through its work with the National
Audit Office, alongside additional Trust-led work);
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o

establishing both the BBC’s editorial standards and the complaints framework, including on
issues of impartiality, and having the final say within the BBC on complaints;

o

representing the interests of licence fee payers to the BBC Executive; and

o

protecting robustly the BBC’s independence.

As the Trust focuses its efforts on these responsibilities, it will make the following changes to the
way it operates.
A framework for the BBC
The Trust will set the overall strategic direction of the BBC by establishing the framework within
which the Executive Board operates. This framework will consist of a mix of objectives and
licences. It will include the following:
o

long-term, multi-year objectives, such as those already established in Putting Quality First;

o

short/medium term objectives, set each year and reflecting priorities arising from
performance and other reviews and licence fee payer concerns. As an example, see at
annex A, objectives set for the Director-General for the year ending in April 2014, which
provides a possible template for future documents;

o

a set of framework documents, building on the existing service licence system. The Trust
will extend the current arrangements to create public documents that set the boundaries
of the BBC’s work in other relevant areas such as the distribution of the BBC’s services,
and the BBC’s commercial activities;

o

a three-year rolling budget, submitted by the Executive but approved by the Trust; and

o

the BBC’s editorial standards, which are developed by the Executive and which also require
the approval of the BBC Trust.

Together, this set of objectives and licences, along with the budget and editorial standards, will
represent the framework by which the Trust will fulfil its responsibility to set the strategic
direction of the BBC. The Trust will hold the Executive Board to account against this framework,
and report publicly with its assessment on how the BBC is performing.
Working differently and holding the Executive to account
In focusing on its oversight functions, the Trust will operate differently. Distancing itself from
operational business will enhance the Trust’s ability objectively to review and assess the
performance of the Executive, without involvement in decisions that it might need to scrutinise at
a later stage. As a result, it will be able to remove a large number of its committee meetings and
conduct much more of its business with all Trustees together. It will also be able to increase
significantly the thresholds that currently require individual financial proposals to be approved by
the Trust. It will no longer expect to approve individual investment decisions except where they
are worth more than £100m and affect the overall direction or reputation of the BBC. By not
being involved in day to day matters the Trust will be in a stronger position to hold the Executive
to account on behalf of licence fee payers.
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Licence fee payer input
The Trust already has a successful programme of public consultation and audience engagement,
including its four Audience Councils. But it will expand the ways that licence fee payers can have
input into its work and decisions. The Trust will find new ways for licence fee payers to contribute
to setting objectives for the BBC; to developing and reviewing the licences, as now; and to
determining those issues the Trust raises as part of its review of the Executive Board’s
performance.
The Trust will continue to draw heavily on the unique resource of its advisory bodies, the
Audience Councils, which currently provide advice to the Trust on the performance of the BBC in
different parts of the UK and support the National Trustees in understanding the concerns of
licence fee payers in each Nation. As part of this, we will consider with them how to design a
system to best seek licence fee payer input into the Trust’s work.
Clarity on responsibilities – the Executive Board
The BBC Executive Board is and must be seen as the primary decision-making body for the
operations of the BBC, as well as the body responsible for the editorial and creative leadership of
the Corporation.
Under our plans, the Executive Board will be strengthened in order to focus on its responsibilities
for:
o

directing the BBC's editorial and creative output;

o

determining and implementing the strategies and plans by which it delivers the BBC's
approved services and the agreed objectives;

o

financial management of the BBC, including ensuring efficient use of the licence fee;

o

compliance with Trust’s licences framework documents, and all legal and regulatory
requirements;

o

operational management of the BBC, including workforce and commercial subsidiaries; and

o

accounting to the Trust, and through the Trust to licence fee payers, for the performance
of the Corporation.

To complement the changes in working practices at the Trust, the Executive will strengthen the
Executive Board with changes designed to ensure it will deliver more effective oversight of the
BBC’s operational activities.
Strengthening the Executive Board with additional non-executive directors
The Charter requires that the BBC Executive Board consists of executive and non-executive
directors; it is chaired by the Director-General. Together with this team of executive and nonexecutive directors, the Director-General leads the BBC and is responsible for making the key
decisions about how the Corporation will fulfil the objectives set by the Trust.
The Executive Board will be strengthened by the addition of more non-executive directors who
will bring further skills and expertise to the running of the BBC. We will increase the number of
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non-executive directors who sit on the board from four to six and we will expect them to have a
more prominent public role than now.
The non-executive directors are experienced people in public life who bring an external
perspective to the operations of the BBC. They are full members of the Board who, in addition to
their general contributions, perform important assurance functions around audit, executive
remuneration and ‘fair trading’. We will seek, subject to the Trust’s approval, the highest calibre
candidates who really understand the role of the BBC in the UK and its status as a publicly-funded
institution.
Eliminating duplication
Below the Executive Board there will be a shift away from collective decision-making to a
structure built around personal accountability. Large boards that previously took collective
decisions will be replaced with appropriately mandated senior executives who will be empowered
and required to take decisions on behalf of the whole BBC and will be held accountable for those
decisions.
As a result of these changes the Executive plans a radical reconfiguration of the BBC’s board
structure which will remove at least 60% of pan-BBC boards, with changes due to take place at
the beginning of the new financial year. This reconfiguration will eliminate duplication, speed-up
decision-making and ensure that all staff understand where responsibility lies.
Providing assurance to the Trust in areas of high risk
As the Trust focuses on its oversight role, the Executive Board will be providing assurance to the
Trustees, and through them to licence fee payers, that the BBC is operating effectively and
efficiently. In areas such as audit, executive remuneration, and fair trading – where it is appropriate
that decisions are taken independently from the management of the BBC – the non-executive
directors on the Executive Board will take particular responsibility in demonstrating to the Trust
that these functions are being properly fulfilled.
Better management information
The Executive will introduce a new and more robust monthly board reporting pack, which will
enable the Board to have clear sight of the performance of the BBC’s services, core activities and
major projects and investments. These reports will enable the Executive Board to apply their skill
and experience to address any emerging risks or problems in good time.
Improving the coordination between the Trust and the Executive Board
This review has highlighted the need to improve the coordination between the Trust and the
Executive Board. The Executive will appoint a new post of Company Secretary to oversee the
secretariat for all pan-BBC boards; providing advice and support to Executive Board members,
including non-executive directors; drive the Executive agenda; and to manage the relationship with
the BBC Trust.
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4. OPERATING DIFFERENTLY AND MORE OPENLY
The BBC Trust will be more open and accountable
It is essential that the BBC is open and accountable to licence fee payers.
The Trust will hold the Executive to account for the delivery of objectives set out at the start of
the year in line with the framework described in this paper. Specific performance measures will be
those identified in the objectives, licences and framework documents, which will all be published.
To demonstrate how the BBC is delivering against these objectives, we will create a new, more
open, reporting cycle where the BBC will account for performance more publicly than ever
before.
Operating more openly
The Trust will be more open about the objectives it sets the Executive Board and it will make its
assessment of BBC performance against these objectives and other commitments, such as service
licences, more open throughout the year, and by taking a revised approach to end of year
reporting in the BBC Annual Report and Accounts
Starting in the next financial year, we intend to make a number of these performance review
sessions public, for example by streaming them on the BBC’s website. The Trust will also aim to
include public sessions at the conclusion of each of its assessments of the performance of services
against the service licences, with news/current affairs and television services the latest in its rolling
programme of reviews.
Reviewing performance and holding to account
We will initiate a new three stage process by which the BBC Trust will be able to monitor the
performance of the BBC against the agreed framework and objectives. This will involve:
1) Quarterly Meetings
The Executive will present the Trust a quarterly business update including status reports on
organisational performance, including major projects, against the agreed framework and
objectives.
2) In-built review process
The Trust will continue to have the ability to review projects/services against agreed objectives
as required. In the case of major projects, a Trust-led review could be built into the process, to
be carried out after the completion of the project.
3) Exceptional Report
In the case of exceptional issues arising outside the normal quarterly reporting cycle, the
Executive will be expected to report any risk of a project not delivering on its intended
objectives or where any project/activity may put public confidence in the BBC at risk. Any
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exceptional report to the Trust will be accompanied by an action plan that will address the
issue at hand. The Trust may comment on the proposed plan, asking specific questions if they
have serious concerns they feel need to be addressed within the plan.
As set out in the Charter, the Trust has the ultimate responsibility for upholding the public
interest in the BBC, and particularly the interests of licence fee payers. In exceptional
circumstances it has the authority to conduct its own investigation or require action to be taken.
Changing the culture
In addition to the formal changes to working practices put forward in this review, both the BBC
Trust and Executive recognise that in order to have clearer more effective governance of the BBC
there will also need to be a significant shift in the working culture on both sides.
It will require a willingness to share information openly from the Executive to the Trust without
any implication that this cuts across the formal responsibilities of each side, or that it will be taken
as an invitation for direct involvement in the matter at hand. It will also require the Executive to
be more open to frank discussion and comment about issues the BBC has faced and understand
that the Trust, in reviewing such matters, may take a different view.
In return, the Trust will ensure it steps away from involvement in day to day management of issues
once it is satisfied that an appropriate framework has been set. Provided the Executive works
within that framework it will be left to deliver the work without additional input from the Trust.
All the members of the BBC Trust and the Executive Board recognise this need for a change in
the culture and working relationship between the two parts of the BBC and are determined to
make that a reality.
5. IMPLEMENTATION
We will begin implementation immediately, with the whole package in place from the start of next
financial year, in April 2014.
The changes in this paper set out the high level conclusions of our review. We must now make
significant changes to the procedures and regulations that govern our work.
Some of the changes, such as appointing new non-executive directors, have begun already. Others,
such as reforming the framework that the Trust uses to assess the performance of the Executive
Board, will take slightly longer to implement.
It is our intention to begin operating fully under this revised model from the beginning of the next
financial year, in April 2014. At the same time, the Director-General is implementing his own
reforms to the management and operations of the Executive side of the BBC, reducing
unnecessary bureaucracy and speeding up decision-making. These reforms will be implemented in
parallel to the changes set out in this paper.
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6. CONCLUSION
A stronger, better run BBC.
This review of governance has taken a fundamental look at a single issue: how the BBC Trust and
the Executive Board operate. We now plan to make changes that will simplify the governance
arrangements at the BBC, and also make the Corporation stronger, more transparent, and more
accountable.
These changes will demonstrate to licence fee payers that the BBC is not only a much loved public
institution, but also one that is well governed and appropriately accountable.

ANNEX A
•

Director-General objectives set by the BBC Trust for 2013-14 (letter dated 2 July 2013)

The annex provides the objectives set by the BBC Trust for the Director-General for the 2013-14 financial
year. It is an illustration of the short/medium term objectives that the Trust will set in the future, which
form a key part of the proposed governance framework set out in this paper.
In the future, these objectives will be published, involve licence fee payers in the development, and be part
of the quarterly, and annual, monitoring and reporting cycle and may take a different format.
These objectives are complementary to the overarching framework which forms the main bulk of the
Trust’s oversight mechanism – e.g. service licences and the proposed new framework documents that
define the boundaries of the BBC’s work.
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